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Number and Place Value  

Reception odd numbers Numbers that can’t be shared equally between 2 

even numbers Numbers that can be split into twos 

digit A symbol used to show a numeral 

numeral A symbol used to show a number 

compare Look carefully and decide what is the same and what is 

different 

few A  small number 

fewer A smaller number, less than 

value How much a digit is worth 

between In the middle of two numbers or objects 

Year 1  figure a number 

units In place value, another name for ones. 

the units column is the ones column 

tens In place value, another name for tens. 

The tens column 

ones In place value, another name for units. 

order  arrangement according to size, amount or value 

Year 2 partition A strategy that splits (partitions) numbers into 

smaller parts. 

 

recombine To put the smaller parts back together to make the 

whole. 

Year 4 decimal Point  A decimal point separates the whole number from the 

decimal fraction (For example: tenths or hundredths).  

1 Tenth 1 tenth is a decimal fraction.  

0.1 = 1 tenth = 1/10 

1 Hundredth  1 hundredth is a decimal fraction.  

0.01 = 1 hundredth = 1/100 

rounding to the nearest 10 To change a number to help when gaining an 

approximate answer.  

Rounding Rules for 10 

If the ones digit is a: 

5, 6, 7, 8 or 9 round up 

1, 2, 3 or 4 round down  

rounding to the nearest 

100 

To change a number to help when gaining an 

approximate answer.  

Rounding Rules for 100 

If the tens digit is a: 

5, 6, 7, 8 or 9 round up 

1, 2, 3 or 4 round down 

rounding to the nearest 

1000 

To change a number to help when gaining an 

approximate answer.  

Rounding Rules for 100 

If the hundreds digit is a: 

5, 6, 7, 8 or 9 round up 

1, 2, 3 or 4 , keep the same 

integer An integer is a whole number for example 0, 1, 2, 3 

etc.  



negative integer A negative integer is a negative whole number for 

examples -1, -2, -3 etc.  

Roman numerals  Numbers invented by the ancient Romans which use 

seven letters of the alphabet to represent numerical 

values. 

 

count through 0 Counting from a positive number to a negative number 

or from a negative number to a positive number.  

Year 5 powers of 10 Multiplication of numbers by 10, 100 and 1,000 

102 or 10 x 10  = 100 (which is the second power of 10) 

103 or 10 x 10 x 10 = 1,000 (the third power of 10) 

 

Addition and subtraction 

Reception  add Put together in one group 

total Add altogether 

double Add the same number twice 

half One out of two equal parts 

halve Split into two equal parts 

subtract Take one number away from another 

Year 1 inverse Opposite, reverse operations. 

Addition and subtraction are inverse operations 

near doubles A double (or 2x) plus 1. 

Used as a strategy to make calculations easier. 

difference between The difference between two quantities or values involves 

subtraction. 

The smaller is subtracted from the larger. 

number bonds A mental or pictorial representation of a part-part-whole 

relationship. 

A number and the parts that combine to make it. 

Year 3 inverse The inverse is the opposite. The opposite of addition is 

subtraction. 

Year 5 efficient written method Carrying out a calculation on paper in the fewest number 

of steps. 

Year 6 order of operations  The order in which different mathematical operations 

are applied in a calculation with more than one operation 

(BODMAS) 

 

 

Multiplication and Division 

Reception  divide Split into equal groups 

 

Year 1  

array A set of objects or numbers arranged in order, often in 

rows and columns. 

multiples Multiples are a sequence of products 

using the same base number multiplied by different 

numbers. 

multiply A mathematical operation where 



A number is added to itself a number of times. 

groups of Dividing things into equal groups or sets. 

lots of Dividing things into equal groups or sets. 

Year 4  inverse  An inverse is when you reverse the operation.  

For example: 3 x 4=12 OR 12  4 = 3 

 

derive   To find/discover something from existing knowledge  

e.g. if I know that 4 x 3 = 12,  I know that 40 x 3 = 120  

Year 5 factor pairs 2 integers that multiply together to make a particular 

number e.g. the factor pairs of 12 are 1 and 12, 2 and 6, 

3 and 4. 

composite numbers Numbers that are not prime numbers i.e. numbers that 

can be divided by other numbers or than one and itself. 

prime numbers Integers greater than one that can only be divided by 1 

and itself e.g. 2, 3, 5. 

prime factors A factor of a number which is also a prime number. 

square number The product of a number multiplied by itself e.g. 22 = 2 

x 2 = 4 

cubed number The product of a number multiplied by itself 3 times 

e.g. 23 = 2 x 2 x 2 = 8 

Year 6 order of operations  The order in which different mathematical operations 

are applied in a calculation with more than one 

operation (BODMAS) 

common Factors  A whole number that divides 

two or more other numbers exactly. For example, 3 is a 

common factor of 9 and 30 

common multiples  A multiple that is shared by two or more numbers. 

12 is a common multiple of  for 2, 3, 4, 6  as 12 appears 

in the 2, 3, 4 and 6 times tables 

 

Measure 

Reception  balance Both sides are equal, worth the same 

estimate Make a sensible guess 

length How long something is 

height How tall something is 

change The amount left over after spending some   

Year 1 width Distance across from side to side. 

depth The distance from the top or surface to the bottom of 

something 

Year 2 metre A metre is a unit of length. (m) 

kilometre A unit for measuring distance. (km) 

grams A unit for measuring mass or weight. (g) 

kilograms A unit for measuring mass or weight. (kg) 

millilitres A unit for measuring capacity or liquid volume. (ml) 

litres A unit for measuring capacity or liquid volume. (l) 

temperature A measurement of how hot or cold something is. 

Year 3  leap year A leap year occurs every 4th year and has 366 days 

instead of 365. 



twelve hour clock Measuring time by dividing each day into two twelve-

hour sections as shown on 12-hour clocks. 

twenty four hour clock Measuring time by 24 hour intervals to avoid using a.m. 

and p.m. 

Roman numerals Numerals invented by the ancient Romans which use 

seven letters of the alphabet to represent numbers. 

Year 4 convert  To change something from one thing to another but 

the same value.  

For example: 10mm to 1 cm  

Year 5 volume The measurement of space inside a 3D shape, usually 

measured in units3 e.g. cm3, m3 

imperial units The standard measurements previously used in the UK 

e.g. inches, feet, ounces, pounds, pints and gallons 

metric units A system of measurement based on metres for length, 

litres for capacity and grams for mass. 

 

Geometry (position and direction) 

Reception beside Next to an object 

middle Between two objects 

towards get nearer to 

away from Get further from 

Year 1  position The comparison of where something is related to 

another object or its surroundings. 

direction The line or course on which something is going. 

whole turn  To turn in a full circle. 

half turn To turn in a half circle. 

Year 2  rotation To turn an object around. 

ninety degree turn 

Is a one quarter turn.  

right angle 

An angle measuring 90º.  

Year 3  orientation The way an object is pointing or angled. 

Year 5 reflex angle An angle greater than 180o but less than 36o 

 



dimensions Measurements of size e.g. you would need to know the 

dimensions of a photo to choose a frame for it. 

Year 6 four quadrants (for 

coordinates) 

The four regions separated by the axes  

 
 

 

 

Geometry (Properties of shape) 

Reception  2D shape A flat shape 

3D shape A solid shape 

face The flat surface of a 3D shape 

cube A 3D shape (solid) with 6 faces that are all squares 

cuboid A 3D shape with 6 faces. 2 faces are squares and 4 are 

rectangles. 

pyramid A 3D shape with no curved edges that gets thinner 

towards a point 

cone  A 3D shape with a curved edge that gets thinner 

towards a point 

cylinder A 3D shape that has 2 round faces and a curved edge 

circle A 2D shape with 1 curved side 

triangle A 2D shape with 3 straight sides 

square A 2D shape with 4 equal sides 

rectangle A 2D shape with 2 long, straight sides and 2 short 

straight sides 

Year 1  edge The side of the shape 

face flat surface of a three-dimensional shape 

vertex Where the edges of a solid figure meet. 

vertices Plural of vertex  

3D shape Solid shape 

2D shape Flat shape 

Year 2  symmetrical When one half is a mirror image of the other half. 

line of symmetry An object has a line symmetry if it can be 

divided in half.  

mirror line A line which can be drawn onto a shape to show that 

both sides have symmetry. 

reflection A mirror image. 



Year 3  horizontal lines Lines that are level to the horizon. 

vertical lines Lines that are exactly upright. 

parallel lines Lines that are always an equal distance apart and never 

touch. 

perpendicular lines Lines that meet each other at right angles 

right angle Angles of 90 degrees. They are often marked on 

diagrams by a small square. 

Year 4  polygon A plane shape having three or more straight sides.  

quadrilaterals  A quadrilateral is a polygon with four angles and four 

sides.  

triangle  A triangle is a polygon with three angles and three 

sides.  

scalene Triangle  No equal angles or equal sides.  

equilateral Triangle  3 equal angles and 3 equal sides. 

isosceles Triangle 2 equal angles and 2 equal sides. 

acute Triangle  3 acute angles (less than 90) 

obtuse Triangle 1 obtuse angle (more than 90) 

right-Angled Triangle  1 right angle of 90. 

Year 5  regular polygon A polygon where all sides are the same length and the 

same angle 

 
 irregular polygons A polygon with sides of different lengths and 

different angles 

 
Year 6  vertically opposite 

angles  

A pair of angles directly opposite each other, formed 

by two straight lines crossing 

circumference The distance around a circle 



radius  The distance from the centre of a circle to its 

circumference. 

diameter A straight line passing through the centre of a circle 

to touch both sides of the circumference. 

 
construct  to draw shapes, angles or lines accurately 

 

Fractions, decimals and percentages 

Reception  whole Full/entire shape or object 

half One out of two equal parts 

Year 1 equal parts Having the same amount or value. 

half One of two equal parts. 

halves One of two equal parts. 

quarter One of four equal parts. 

Year 2  three quarters 

Three out of four equal parts.  

one third 

One out of three equal parts.  

equivalence Being equal or equivalent in value. 

equivalent 

Fractions with the same value.  

Year 3  numerator The top number of a fraction which shows the number of 

parts of the whole. 

Year 4 denominator The bottom number of a fraction which shows the number 

of parts the whole is divided into. 

unit fraction A fraction with a numerator of 1. 

non unit fraction A fraction with a numerator that is greater than 1. 

tenths One part of 10 equal parts. 

compare To look at two things and see how they are similar and 

different 

Year 5  proper fraction A fraction where the numerator is less than denominator 

e.g. ¾, 2/5  

improper fraction A fraction with a numerator greater than its denominator 

e.g. 5/2, 10/6 

mixed number A number with a whole and a fraction part e.g 2 ½  



percentage A fraction which is shown as the number of parts per 

hundred, written as % e.g. ½ = 50% 

half One of the equal parts when a whole is divided into 2 

quarter One of the equal parts when a whole is divided into 4 

fifth One of the equal parts when a whole is divided into 5 

two fifths Two of the equal parts when a whole is divided into 5 

four fifths Four of the equal parts when a whole is divided into 5 

ratio A ratio shows how much of one thing there is compared to 

another. Ratios are usually written in the form a:b. If you 

are making orange squash and you mix one part orange to 

four parts water, then the ratio of orange to water will be 

1:4 (1 to 4) 

proportion A proportion is a comparison of two numbers that each 

represent the parts of a whole e.g. 1/2 of 10 marbles is the 

same proportion as 1/2 of 50 marbles.  

Year 6 degree of accuracy Used when rounding, the degree of accuracy is the number 

of decimal places a number is rounded to.  

 simplify (a fraction) To reduce the numerator and denominator in a 

fraction to the smallest numbers possible. 

 

Algebra  

Year 6 linear number 

sequence 

A number pattern which increases (or decreases) by the same amount 

each time  

 

term  one of the numbers in a sequence, e.g. 1, 3, 5, 7, 

substitute in algebra, where a number is represented by a letter or symbol 

variables Variables in algebra are letters such as x, y, v, g, or call it any letter you 

want, that can be used to represent unknown numbers 

symbols symbols and signs are commonly used to 

represent values, 

known values The values in an algebraic expression that you have been told, or you have 

found  

 

Data/statistics  

Year 2  tally • a record of an amount. 

• using tally marks to record counting, 

• count by 5's to get the total, for example: 

 = 10 

graph A visual diagram used to represent information. 

 



block graph A graph made of blocks or coloured squares. 

 
pictogram A graph using pictures to represent quantity. 

 
represent To show something. 

table Mathematical information arranged in columns and rows.  

 
Year 3 axis, axes Every graph has two axes. The horizontal axis is the x-axis. The 

vertical axis is called the y axis. 

Year 4  continuous data  Continuous data is data that has an infinite number of possible 

values within a selected range.  

 

data A collection of information  

 

infinite Limitless or endless 

 

line graph A graph that uses lines to join points which represent a data set. 

 

Year 6  mean  The average of a set of data.  Calculated by adding up all of the 

values to find a total, and dividing the total  by the number of 

values you added together 

pie chart A graph using a divided circle where each section. represents a 

percentage of the total 

 
construct  to draw angles accurately to form a pie chart  

 

 



General Problem solving 

arrange  Put in order 

rearrange Change the order of 

separate Move apart  

record Write down 

predict Make a good guess. 

investigate To find out about something. 

 


